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Ⅰ Illustrative Cases of Falun Gong Disregarding
Family Emotions

My name is Zhang Zhenyu and I live in Yangji town, Tancheng county, Shandong province. Seven years ago, as an obsessed Falun Gong follower in pursuit of "going to Paradise and reach Consummation," I blindly
disregarded affections from my family, became inhuman and ignored social ethics and laws. My inhumanity brought endless vexation and sadness
to my family; as a result, my mother left the world with eternal regret and
pain.
Looking back, I felt as if I had lived in a dream; however, all that happened remained so vivid.
In hopes of "cultivating mind and following the good," I began to practice Falun Gong in 1995. The fabrication "to get into a high level" and "to
reach Consummation" invented by Li Hongzhi dissolved my world-weariness and catered to my indolent attitude. At that time, I imagined how
wonderful it would be if I could cultivate myself into a god or Buddha in my
life. So I was totally obsessed by Falun Gong and practiced it day and
night. During that period, I became indifferent to any other things, insolated myself from the society (I disconnected communication with others,
stopped reading other books and refused to watch television including
CCTV news programs), pursuing nothing except Consummation. I even
stopped doing chores or farming. I was intoxicated to believe "I am the only sober person in the world" and plunged myself completely into an evil
trap set up by Li Hongzhi.
Before the"4窑25 Incident, " I spared no efforts to spread the Fa in
① Kaiwind, http://www.kaiwind.com/xs/200805/t80087.htm
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order to "acquire virtues" and "get into high level," and even persuaded my
kind-hearted wife to believe it. When the government banned the cult in
1999, I left my five-year-old son alone at home and went twice to Beijing
with my wife to seek "Consummation." When asked by others why I didn't
take my son with me, I told them absurdly "the child is too young to be
taken into Paradise and I let him accompany the elderly." In fact, my
mother then was confined to bed by serious illness; my 60-year-old father
had to attend not only to my mother, but also my 80-year-old grandmother
who was almost incapable of taking care of herself. However, I burdened
him more by leaving my little son to him. It is impossible for my aged father to look after them all, let alone to cope with the Autumn Harvest. But I
was deeply captivated by the lie "When he succeeds in cultivation in the
future, he will get whatever he wants just by holding out his hands...he can
bring his relatives to his own paradise as sentient beings." I disregarded
my family but comforted myself with so-called "Repaying with blessings in
Paradise." In order to reach Consummation and go to Paradise, I totally
ignored my parents' sufferings.
Now, recollecting this, I, with the original aim to "cultivate mind and
follow the good," have actually gone to the opposite. Disregarding my
mother's illness, I believed she needed to remove her Karma; neglecting
my father's hardship, I considered that to be his fate, he deserved it. How
selfish, brutal and inhuman I had been!
My parents loved me with their whole heart, brought me up through
all kinds of hardship and helped me to set up a happy family; but when
they badly needed me, I offered nothing but harm to them inhumanly
many a time!
When my wife and I violated national law for distributing Falun Gong
leaflets and had been taken into custody, my seriously-ill mother who was
helped by the trembling hands of my aged father came to see me. She
took my hands and said to me in tears, "My boy, come back home. We all
need you." I pushed away her hands and climbed up to the window, waiting for the appearance of "propitious clouds" and the moment to go to
Paradise.
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I wrote a promise against my will to say I would stop practicing Falun
Gong when I heard about my mother was terminally ill.
When I went back home, I felt dazed all day long, paying no attention
to my mother's illness for fear that I would be punished by Li Hongzhi. I remembered he used to say: Those who betrayed Falun Dafa would "be
sent to hells; be tortured and disposed of physically and spiritually for
good"; he also emphasized many times that those who betrayed the main
deity were more guilty and whose original souls would be threw down to
hell, then be put in a spittoon. The spittoon was full of phlegm of the sick
and you would be there forever. The Master would keep you conscious,
making you suffer the unbearable filthiness eternally.
Hoping to make up my mistakes, I together with my wife fled to Hebei
province in 2000, leaving my critically ill mother and my little son at home
again. We rent a room there and engaged in Falun Gong activities heart
and soul. Harboring the aspiration to gain Consummation sooner and incited by "no pains, no gains" boasted by Li Hongzhi, we handed out
leaflets secretively and industriously. I totally forgot my pathetic mother. If
not my wife made a call home out of worrying; my family even couldn't
connect me to inform me of my mother's death.
My mother left the world with deep regret; I, being intoxicated by
Falun Gong, even shed no tiny tear for her, neither had I kowtowed in her
mourning hall as others usually do. According Li Hongzhi, we cultivated
people were superior and how could we kowtow to those "ordinary people"? My mother was an "ordinary person," and she died because her
longevity ended. There was, of course, no need for me to feel sad! I was
truly fatuous and inhuman at that time!
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My name is Zhao Xiaoping. I'm a farmer in Baixiang county, Xingtai
city , Hebei province . Now, when I recall the course of practicing Falun
Gong, I find my life during those three years miserable and tortuous.
Wishing to improve health and follow the good, I started to practice
Falun Gong in 1998. Soon after that, I was totally obsessed by the
so-called "Truthfulness, Compassion and Tolerance" preached by Li
Hongzhi. And my thinking and doing changed radically. I hung the
portraits of Li Hongzhi all over the walls, practiced Falun Gong all day long
and stopped talking to others. At that time, I regarded Dafa study as the
first priority in my life. Once I saw my family members working
industriously, I became quite annoyed. I thought if we practiced Falun
Gong, we could go to "Paradise" and gain "Consummation" easily and
there was no need to work hard. I thought it was my "glorious"
responsibility to persuade them into practicing Falun Gong and help them
to get out of "the abyss of misery." At first, I tried to persuade my son to
set an example for others. I went to his home everyday and asked him to
practice Falun Gong with me. However, my daughter-in-law was strongly
against me, and she said I had already become insane because of Falun
Gong and she didn't want her husband to suffer the same. I was furious,
and then I started a rumor in my village that my daughter-in-law was a
"devil" that prevented my son from reaching Consummation. For this, my
daughter-in-law hated me intensely. Each time I went to my son's house,
she would stand in the way with a kitchen knife in her hand threatening to
die together with me if I dared to get in. When I found it's impossible to
persuade my son, I began to instruct my sister who used to practice Falun
Gong. I went to her home at intervals and persuaded her into practicing
Falun Gong again. Knowing this, my nephew drove me away from his
① Kaiwind, http://www.kaiwind.com/xs/200804/t79295.htm
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home, condemned me as "an evil spirit" and forbad me to go to his home
forever. After these failures, I was more assured with my responsibility to
"save all sentient beings." Whenever I dropped around relatives and
neighbors, I would instruct them to practice Falun Gong, while they would
turn away from me as avoiding the plague. Finally , I was raging and
firmly believed in the words of Master Li Hongzhi: they are just ordinary
people, the devils interfering with Fa-rectification. Only by cutting off my
relations with them and letting go of attachment could I "get into a higher
level" and gain Consummation. As a result, I purposely disconnected
communications with all my children, relatives and neighbors and made
myself utterly isolated from the outside world.
Later on, with the help of government instructors, I gradually realize
my absurdness. It is my perverse belief that made me isolated from my
children; my selfishness made me loss all my relatives; and my striving for
Consummation drove neighbors away from me. They are not devils; it is
Falun Gong that made me a devil. To my gratitude, ever since I have
stopped believing in Falun Gong, my relatives and friends come back to
me and my life is full of laughter and happiness again.

My name is Liang Xiuyun, 39 years old, and I used to be an employee in the former Xinyu Company, Shiyan city of central China's Hubei
province . I had a happy family: My husband is a teacher in a key high
school, and my son is smart and lovely. In April 1997, I was attracted by
the dazzling lies, such as "Truthfulness, Compassion, and Tolerance" and
"To be a good man," which invented by Li Hongzhi. And I was stuck in the
mud of Falun Gong. Finally, the kindly help from the society influenced
me, saved me, showed me the right way and gave me a brand new life.
Whenever I look back at the past, my heart would be full of tangled feel① Kaiwind, http://www.kaiwind.com/kfzlk/shga/shzxs/xssf/200801/t75681.htm
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ings and the haunting remorse.
It was in 1997 that I first came into contact with Falun Gong. At that
time, I suffered from the protrusion of the lumbar inter-vertebral disc and a
gastric ulcer. I had to go to hospital frequently in poor health. Later, I
heard that Falun Gong could "cure the disease and strengthen the body,"
could practice "Truthfulness, Compassion and Tolerance" and could teach
people how to "be a good man," so I took part in the Falun Gong practice
group without any hesitation. At the beginning, I just practiced it on the
playground and read the books sometimes; by and by, I began to exchange views with the elder practitioners and did more study on the Fa. I
was not satisfied with just "studying the Fa" and "practicing Gong," so I
started to "spread the Fa" and "report the situations." Finally I even became more "advanced" than some elder practitioners. Probably because
the increase of the physical exercise and the regular daily life, I really felt
better; but I thought I did benefit from Falun Gong, so I got more addicted
to it; I even cut out all the connections with the society and didn't care
about my family. After the "4窑25 Incident," my husband stopped me from
practicing Falun Gong, but I didn't want to obey him. Even though he
ripped all of my Falun Gong books, I'd already made up my mind to continue. When the government banned Falun Gong according to law, I was
very confused: it was right to be a good man, and the idea of "Truthfulness, Compassion and Tolerance" was the traditional virtue in our culture,
then, what's wrong with Falun Gong? Why must it be banned? When I
was puzzled about these questions, the "scriptures" from Li Hongzhi came
out one by one, asking the Falun Gong disciples to go out "to rectify and
protect the Fa." I said to myself that it's a test of Falun Gong disciples'
faith to the Fa. Li Hongzhi said: "The ones who study and practice secretly
are controlled by the Demon, and they will get the evil apprehension," "the
ones who come out to testify the Fa are great." In August 1999, instigated
by Li Hongzhi's scriptures, I gathered with others to appeal to the government and distributed leaflets everywhere. Finally, I was sentenced to labor
restriction (Reform through Labor) for one year on the charge of disrupting
public order.
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At first I was very stubborn in the prison, and I felt proud of my sacrifice to the truth, because Li Hongzhi had said: "A great disciple would never attach to anything that belongs to the ordinary people, even the life." So
it is not shameful to be jailed, and I felt very nice for being a great disciple.
During this period, my husband could not withstand the huge mental pressure, so he fell ill several times. No one took care of him, so he was confined to bed in hospital all by himself. But he had to think about his son's
meal and his wife's situation... While, at that time, feeling unfair about the
injustice to Li Hongzhi and Falun Gong in the labour camp, I cried out and
knocked against the iron gates. Under the mental control by Li Hongzhi, I
lost my humanity long before, finally I lost all my feelings. The letters from
my sick husband writing in the hospital didn't touch me. In fact I took his
sincere persuasion as a test to me. The tearful policewoman said to me:
"Your husband's getting worse because of you, so you have to wake up to
reality right now, or you'll never see him again." I turned a deaf ear to
these words and I had but one thought: Discard fame, material interests
and emotions, you'll gain the Consummation in the heaven. Yes, the
"Consummation" braced me to struggle with "the Demon," but my husband and my son were worried about me night and day; they thought I
suffered the tortures reported on Minghui, so they often woke up from the
nightmare that my hands were broken by tortures. Being a sick man, my
husband struggled to visit me in Shayang. He was not familiar with the
roads, so when he arrived, it was one o'clock in the midnight, and he
missed the shuttle to the Reform through Labor unit. To meet me sooner,
he didn't rest in the hotel but walked to the labour camp. It took a whole
night for him to get there alone on a wild road without a single road lamp,
dragging a huge bag and a sick body. It was five o'clock when he arrived.
When the policewoman asked me to meet him, I found him wearing disheveled hair and his face was sallow, apparently he was totally exhausted. He was sitting on the bed, holding his feet with his hands. The policewoman told me that his feet were full of blisters, and required me have a
good look at them. But I refused. My husband held my hands at full tilt,
tears in his eyes. He said: "Your hands are OK, the policewomen here are
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not like what Minghui said, so I am relieved, I can have a sound sleep
from now on..." These words made the policewoman tearful, but none of
me, since I thought he was "the demon" that disturbed my practice. This
made my husband very sad, he said I had changed from a reasonable
and kind person into a dumb and unhumanized puppet.

My name is Zhang Biao, 43 years old and I work in Hengyang Steel
Tube (Group) Co. Ltd., Hunan province . In the past, swindled by Li
Hongzhi and his Falun Dafa, I was trapped in the evil cult and I had done
harm to my family and the society. It was the Party and the government
that helped me out, making me see through the true colors of Li Hongzhi
and Falun Gong. Now, shaking off the mental shackles of Falun Gong, I
have started a new life and I am living in a happy family.
I'd been an ambitious young man before I failed the university
entrance examination. After that, I got depressed and scared of facing the
days to come. In 1995, I entered the Hengyang Steel Tube (Group) Co.
Ltd., at my age of more than 30. But I still felt disappointed about my
career. I felt disorientated whenever I thought about my life at present and
in the future. In such a situation, I came in contact with Falun Gong.
Bewitched by Li Hongzhi's heresies such "Practicing Falun Gong can
make people reach Consummation and ascend to Paradise," I joined the
Falun Gong organization. At first, I didn't put all myself in it. All I did was to
study and practice Falun Gong alone at home. In May 1999, I took part in
the "cultivating site" activities and served as an instructor. Apart from my
job, I did nothing but Falun Gong practice. I practiced Gong every morning
and studied the Fa every evening with other practitioners for a period of
two years.
① Kaiwind, http://www.kaiwind.com/kfzlk/shga/hgsh/200801/t75685.htm
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Ever since I fell into Falun Gong abyss, I lost myself, humanity and
family affections. In 1999, my wife, who married me for nine years, was
pregnant. That was really a blessing I had been expecting. But I was so
pre-occupied by my instructor work and obsessed with Consummation
that I had no time to take care of my wife. I quitted my work to distribute
Falun Gong leaflets hither and thither secretly. In October 1999, my wife
gave birth to a girl. At the same time, Li Hongzhi and Falun Gong
organizations called on the practitioners to "stand up and go out." On
October 22, 1999, in order to spread the Fa I got on a train heading for
Beijing at daybreak without saying good-bye to my wife and daughter,
although I felt deeply sorry for them. Since I didn't have enough money, I
had to get off the train at Wuhan Railway Station. Then I continued my
journey on foot. I hiked for two nights and one day before I was
intercepted by the armed police on the Huanghe River Bridge in
Zhengzhou, Henan province . After that, I went to Beijing twice, in June
and December in 2000 to "spread the Fa." I gave out the leaflets and put
up the illegal posters with other Dafa disciples. I feel very sorry about
those things now. Later on, I was arrested for breaking the national laws.
My wife's visit to the jail made me very sad. I felt utmost sorry when I
faced my weak wife and the baby in her arms. Because of Falun Gong, I
failed to be a good husband and a good father when they badly needed
me. In order to practice Falun Gong and get into a high level, I even
divorced my wife.

I'm He Qun from Zhenjiang city, Jiangsu province. When I woke up
from the nightmare in May 2002, I found nothing could be reversed: My
happy family was broken, I was thrown into the jail, and my old parents
had to pay the family debt after my wife and daughter left because of my
① Kaiwind, http://www.kaiwind.com/xs/200802/t77751.htm
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mistake. All these happened just because I fell deep into Falun Gong.
It was in 1997 that I was introduced to Falun Gong labelled with
"Truthfulness, Compassion and Tolerance." From then on, as asked by Li
Hongzhi to "read thoroughly and repeatedly" and "really do cultivation," I
spent lots of time reading his scriptures everyday. So my mind was controlled by these fallacies gradually. I refused to take medicine when I was
ill because "Gong can eliminate viruses," and I treated my families care), but
lessly for Li Hongzhi said that "Ordinary people live for emotion (
as a cultivator, you can't confuse yourself with an ordinary person." As
time passed by, these false thoughts were intensified, and my view of life
and the world changed totally. At that time, I believed that the ultimate
meaning of life was "to reach Consummation" or "to escape from the
abyss of misery and return to Paradise."
"Truthfulness, Compassion and Tolerance" and "To be a good man"
camouflaged Falun Gong. Swindled by its fallacies, I ignored my greediness, and I couldn't see through the cult nature of Falun Gong. In 1999,
when the government banned Falun Gong, I could not accept the fact that
Falun Gong was a cult. Meanwhile, Li Hongzhi published "the scriptures"
continually overseas, saying that "the time of 'Consummation' was getting
immeasurably nearer, and those who wouldn't go out (against the government) would lose their chance and would be eliminated and destroyed."
Terror-stricken and for the sake of my Consummation, I began to initiate
my illegal activities. Finally I was arrested for illegally printing a mass of
Falun Gong leaflets.
In the detention house, I still protested against the law by going on a
hunger strike asked by Li Hongzhi. When my parents heard of this, they
came with my wife and child to persuade me. My mother knelt down in
tears, begging me to rethink about them and my little child. I was not
moved by her words at all, and on the contrary I blamed the policeman for
arresting "the good man" and hurting my parents. At that time, I even
could not tell what is good and what is evil. So now, you can see to what a
degree Falun Gong can poison one's mind and destroy his humanity.
In March 2001, I was sentenced to seven years imprisonment. It was
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such a heavy blow to my wife and daughter that they left my family and
me. Then, my old parents had to carry the burdens of life and pay the
debts of the family.
While I am serving my sentence, my old parents do all they can to
pay the debt. At the weekends and in holiday vacations, when other families gather happily for celebration, my parents could do nothing but cry bitterly at home. Whenever I think of this, my heart is filled with endless remorse and agony. Li Hongzhi promises that the family of the Falun Gong
practitioners would "be rewarded," but I finally realize I have brought my
family members nothing but sorrow and agony. I also find out that "to remove Karma for others" means to purposely harm others, and that's Li
Hongzhi and his Falun Gong's vicious logic.
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Ⅱ How Does Falun Gong Treat Family Affections?
Li Hongzhi, just like other founders of evil cults, takes advantage of
Falun Gong practitioners' thirst for Consummation, gives his followers the
assurance that by practicing Falun Gong they can "remove the Karma and
avoid calamities" or they can even free themselves from worldly sufferings
and ascend to Paradise with Consummation. Gradually obsessed by
Falun Gong heresies, many of the Falun Gong practitioners have been
utterly manipulated by Li Hongzhi. They blindly discard everything and try
to reach Consummation regardless of the consequences. They cast off
the love between man and wife, disregard the affections of kinship and
even bring about the tragedy of broken family or deaths. Yet how comes
that Li Hongzhi has managed to lure his followers into disregarding their
family affections?

Li Hongzhi purposely differentiates Falun Gong practitioners from the
ordinary people, making his followers believe that they are different from
the man in the street. Some obsessed Falun Gong followers even
consider themselves immortals. Later on, they would proceed to the
extent of despising their family affections.
"But as a cultivator you can't confuse yourself with an everyday
person. To put it a bit seriously, you are no longer human...humans have
various emotions and desires, and live for emotion
During the
course of cultivation you are gradually taking these things more lightly and
gradually letting go of them until you completely discard them."①
"The truth is, you're no longer one of the ordinary human beings, and
you couldn't even go back anymore, you really can't. The difference
① Li Hongzhi,

(March 23, 1997)
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between you and ordinary people has grown downright large."①
"We don't seek the things ordinary people want, but what we gain is
what ordinary people can't, even if they want to."②
Since emotion
is just a life necessity for ordinary people, and
the cultivators are different from them, so what the cultivators gain is
something the ordinary people cannot obtain even if they want to. For the
Falun Gong disciples, the human emotion is just garbage by which they
should never be preoccupied at the expense of losing an opportunity for
Consummation. This opportunity, as far as the disciples are concerned, is
absolutely a great occasion of "once in a thousand years."
Zhang Biao, the victim mentioned in
, is a good
example in this regard. His wife eventually became pregnant after they got
married for nine years. Zhang should have been happily staying at home
and expecting his first child, yet he went everywhere possible to "spread
the Fa" and distribute Falun Gong leaflets instead, regardless of the kinship feelings and the worldly emotions. He became crazy about the fallacy
of Consummation. Even after his wife gave birth to a child, he was still determined to continue his "spreading the Fa." In spite of the fact that his
wife badly needed his assistance since their daughter was no more than a
month old, Zhang resolutely got on a train heading for Beijing, leaving his
wife and daughter unattended at home, leaving the responsibilities of husband and father to Hell...At last, he divorced his wife or "the ordinary person" in his own word, to seek "getting into a higher level."
In order to dilute the disciples' worldly emotions, Li Hongzhi claims
that the ultimate purpose of cultivation is to escape from earthly trifles and
reach Consummation. Li Hongzhi preaches:
"Gong is formed, Consummation is reached 要 Buddha, Dao, God."③
"Throughout the ages, only the Buddha Fa has been able to perfectly
provide a clear exposition of humanity, every dimension of material exis① Li Hongzhi,
② Li Hongzhi,
③ Li Hongzhi,

(April 24, 2004)
(May 8, 1999)
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tence, life, and the entire universe."①
Since the Consummation is the ultimate purpose of cultivation and
practice, the Dafa disciples should certainly change their life objectives
accordingly. That is why the Dafa disciples do not long for a better life,
cherish their happy families, or pursue life values. Their only goal of life is
to cultivate themselves into Buddhahoods.
Zhang Zhenyu, the victim mentioned in
, came into contact with Falun
Gong in 1995 with an innocent wish of "cultivating mind and heart and following the good." Soon he was obsessed by Li Hongzhi's fallacies such as
"Getting into a higher level" and "Reaching Consummation." He kept practicing Falun Gong every day, gave up his hobbies and even rejected information except about Falun Gong (He did not communicate with other people, rejected books common people read, and even did not watch CCTV
news programs). He had no worldly pursuits, no sense of responsibilities,
even no interest in daily work and farming, living totally in isolation and the
obsession of "People are all dead drunk except me." The Autumn Harvesting is the busiest season in the countryside. Yet in order to go to Beijing and "spread the Fa," Zhang left his 60-year-old father to attend to everything: taking care of his 80-year-old grandma, attending his seriously ill
mother, and looking after his 5-year-old son.
Li Hongzhi preaches: "Those who are attached to affection for family
will definitely be burned, entangled, and tormented by it. Pulled by the
threads of affection and plagued by them throughout their lives, they will
find it too late to regret at the end of their lives."②
"If this sentimentality is not relinquished, you will be unable to practice
cultivation."③
"Whether you can let go of ordinary human attachments is a fatal test
on your way to become a truly extraordinary being."④

①
②
③
④

Li Hongzhi,
Li Hongzhi,
Li Hongzhi,
Li Hongzhi,

(April 15, 1996)
(May12, 1995)
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"Maybe now you've experienced how hard cultivation is. Because it is
hard, your cultivation can meet with success. Many people in history
sought the Dao 要 they wanted to cultivate, to reach Consummation, and
to go beyond the human cycle of death and rebirth. But it was very hard.
There is absolutely no way a person can reach Consummation if he
doesn't go through arduous cultivation to get rid of every kind of attachment he's developed among everyday people."①
"Cultivate away fame, material interest, and emotion, Reach Consummation, ascending the firmament."②
"When he succeeds in cultivation in the future, he will get whatever
he wants just by extending out his hands, and he will have anything he desires. He can do anything he wants, and there is everything in his paradise."③
Since sentimentality is the obstacle of cultivation, and to reach Consummation the cultivator has to give up emotions. Because one can get
whatever he wants after reaching Consummation, the Falun Gong cultivators do not cherish worldly affections any more. As for the harm they have
done to their beloved, they just consider it a test for them to pass. Some
of the practitioners even regard their beloved as "the demons" in their cultivation way, and kill them to "eliminate the demons for Consummation."
Liang Xiuyun, the victim mentioned in
, was actively voicing grievances on behalf of Falun
Gong when her husband had been down with illness and her son left unattended. A tearful policewoman told her: "Your husband was getting worse
because of you, so you have to wake up to reality now, or you'll never see
him again." In spite of these moving words, she clung to her own obsession: "Cultivate away fame, material interest, and emotion, Reach Consummation, ascending the firmament." When her husband went to the labor camp with disheveled hair and a sallow complexion, trying to comfort
her, she showed no gratitude and even considered her husband "a devil"
① Li Hongzhi,
2001)
② Li Hongzhi,
③ Li Hongzhi,

(July 21,
(April 21, 1996)
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